The successful issues of long-lifetime stability and thermal shock robustness in photorefractive LiNbO 3 holographic memories for 1550 nm communication systems are here experimentally demonstrated, granting the possibility to build up ready-to-use products for telecom networks.
Introduction
Volume Holography (VH) has been recently proposed as a valuable technique for the implementation of alloptical devices for infrared communication signal processing [1] [2] [3] . The main drawback of VH technology is well known in the field of large capacity storage applications; in fact the erasure of recorded holograms under continuous read-out at maximum sensitivity wavelengths opposes a serious obstacle to a somewhat prolonged use of VH devices. A first solution is offered by so-called two-lambda method [2] , which ensures correct retrieval of stored information at wavelengths where photorefractive materials usually show negligible absorption, by suitable variation of the incidence read-out angle in order to satisfy Bragg law. By choosing read-out wavelength in the third window of communication systems, infrared (IR) optical memories based on angle multiplexing technique have been experimented [3] . Thus two-lambda technique allows to interrogate a VH-based device on longer periods (days), but this time is not enough to conceive a commercial exploitation of this technology. The problem of photorefractive grating "fixing" has been already analyzed in literature and useful solutions have been proposed: in particular, thermal fixing seems to be the most suitable and easy to implement, even if optical fixing by high-energy pulsed 1064 nm radiation is under study [4] . For example, read-out of 10,000 thermally fixed angle-multiplexed holograms at a wavelength of 514 nm has been demonstrated by An et al [5] .
Thinking about devices for WDM communication systems, different items become important with respect to the number of multiplexed holograms. In this communication we demonstrate the usefulness of thermal post-fixing technique to achieve high infrared reconstructed efficiency memories, providing for long lifetime stability (several years) under continuous 1550 nm read-out and optimized resistance under thermal shocks. In such way the installation of holographic databases into a real communication network is an affordable issue, even under unfriendly environmental conditions.
Unerasable photorefractive gratings in IR
The combined role of two-lambda method and thermal fixing is here underlined for the realization of unerasable photorefractive storage devices operating in the infrared spectral range.
As well-known, holograms recorded in photorefractive materials suffer from fast erasure at wavelengths belonging to the maximum sensitivity range, i.e. the blue-green spectral range for iron-doped lithium niobate. The time constant of this process depends on the intensity of the read-out beam, the grating period and the efficiency level achieved during recording, but it's anyway too low for a prolonged hologram interrogation (Fig.  1a) .
By applying two-lambda method and choosing the read-out wavelength into the third window of communication systems, the efficiency performance of the recorded hologram can show a better resistance under continuous illumination, but still shows a decreasing behavior (Fig. 1b) . Thus a thermal fixing cycle is needed to improve the temporal stability of stored information: in this work postfixing technique [6] has been employed for easier experimental set-up, by heating the LiNbO 3 :Fe sample for about 20 minutes at a temperature between 135° and 140°C. In such way the ion mobility is no more negligible and contributes to create a distribution for electronic carrier gradient compensation: after rapid cooling to room temperature, the sample is exposed to a development process by continuous illumination at 488 nm, which gradually reveals the ionic grating, by erasing the electronic one [7] . In literature all experimental results are related to fixing of relatively low blue efficiency gratings (20-30%), as to avoid the quadratic sin behavior in grating growth [8] . But typical exposure time for the above-mentioned efficiencies is of the order of 30 sec, which grants very poor IR performance (0.01-0.1%): thus for IR memories it's necessary to increase the local photoinduced variation of the refractive index to compensate the higher read-out wavelength. By a 30-min exposure to 200 mW/cm 2 writing beams at 488 nm, quite good efficiencies up to 70% at 1545 nm have been achieved. The whole recording, fixing and developing process is reported in Fig.2 : the reconstructed diffraction efficiency is about 40% the original efficiency achieved after the recording step and is perfectly constant after more than two-hour exposure to a 70 mW/cm 2 infrared beam. By using the quoted relationship [5] 
between fixed hologram decay rate Γ, grating wave vector K, ionic concentration H 0 and dopant concentration N t (being D h the protonic diffusion constant), a ionic hologram lifetime of about thirty years can be achieved. This is due to the high grating period (about 1 µm) and the low ionic concentration, which has been measured via the photorefractive technique suggested in [9] : the experimented value of protonic concentration is close to 2.5*10 16 cm -3 . By proper dehydrogenation processes (H 0 /N t <<1) it's possible to increase the ionic hologram lifetime to more than one hundred years.
Long-lifetime VH memory experimentation in IR
The above mentioned experimental result has been exploited in order to implement a long-lifetime VH storage device. Four holograms have been superimposed by angle multiplexing technique into a single LiNbO 3 sample 0.015% iron-doped, by properly choosing the crystal rotation step [10] . The multiplexed photorefractive gratings then have experienced a thermal fixing cycle, followed by a developing stage; the whole dynamic behavior of the individual diffraction efficiency shows a good agreement with the one reported in Fig.2 .
Holographic memories for optical communication networks also have to demonstrate a certain robustness to adverse environmental conditions: we have experimentally tested the thermal shock robustness of many ionic gratings inside photorefractive LiNbO 3 :Fe samples, by submitting them to long-lasting heating/cooling cycles, with temperature peaks around 90°C/-20°C. The original value of reconstructed diffraction efficiency, under periodical monitoring, hasn't shown remarkable perturbations for the fixed angle-multiplexed 4-hologram memory: for example, after a 5 hrs-cycle at 70°C, fixed hologram efficiency at 1550 nm displays only a 0.01% reduction, while is stable after a cooling cycle at -16°C (Fig. 3) . 
Conclusions
Volume holographic technique can be suitably exploited in order to implement all-optical memories for communication signal processing: such devices have been here demonstrated to grant long-lifetime performance under continuous interrogation in the infrared spectral range (achievable lifetime of more than one hundred years), thanks to thermal fixing of photorefractive gratings. The fixed multiplexed ionic holograms have here been proved to offer remarkable robustness to thermal shocks, in particular to high temperatures until 90°C: in such way volume holography-based storage devices may successfully be considered available for introduction into real telecom networks.
